
 

 

  

 

Mindset 
 

Indications:  
For stress reduction, depression, mental balance, burn-out, mental blockages, weight, letting go, relaxation, 

meditation, rest, happiness, success, self-confidence. 

 

 Made in Holland by Tweaklite BV    www.tweaklite.com 
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Read this before use. 

Your Tweaklite is a high-quality instrument for applying color light in areas determined by an expert.  Before use, recharge the instrument completely 
using a USB charger. Charge = red, full = green.  

Press the key briefly to activate the instrument, wait for the tone. The instrument is now ready for use. Too long pressing the button will activate the 
test colors. For manual switching off, press and hold the switch-off button for 4 seconds, wait for the tone.  

Follow the instructions in the manual. The Tweaklite switches itself off after 4 minutes when it is no longer in use. 

Application is intended solely for well-being and does not replace any medical treatment. If in doubt, consult your doctor.  

Attention! Never look directly into the light, it can dazzle and do not use the instrument during pregnancy or epilepsy. The standard is optional. 
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Procedure 

Phase 1, for anxiety  
Press the key briefly and let go to “wake up” the Tweaklite. A 
tone is heard. 

Bring the Tweaklite to the “Hara-point”: about 2 fingers width 
below the navel. Best is directly on the skin or over white 
clothing. Start abdominal breathing, this is important! 

Press the button again. A pulsating light will appear. 
Continue the abdominal breathing and keep concentrated, 
the light will stop after 2 minutes with a tone. 

 

Phase 2, for stress release  
Bring the Tweaklite to your "third eye", right between the 
eyebrows, close your eyes and press the button briefly. A 
pulsating light appears. 

Continue abdominal breathing. Visualize a place where you 
relax; a beach, a forest, a mountain in a car or any place that 
relaxes you. 

After 2 minutes the light will change to a relaxing gold color 
for a 1 minute.  You can also bring this light to your throat, 
heart chakra or in the neck. The light stops with a tone. Total 
duration 3 minutes. 

For users with only stress release, the treatment is complete. 
For phase 3, go to the next page. 

 

 

Abdominal Breathing 

- Put one hand on your stomach: this helps you to breathe 
consciously to your stomach and make contact with your 
emotions. 

- Breathe four counts with your mouth closed and feel how 
your stomach goes outwards. Then hold your breath for 
four counts. 

- Exhale for four counts and feel your stomach goes 
inwards. Then pause for two seconds. Repeat as relaxed 
as possible as long as the light shines. 

Warning: 

If you can't relax or you have pain, that's a warning. Possible 
underlying causes should not be excluded and may require medical 
referral. 

 

Background 

Everyone is sometimes sad. Sometimes you doubt yourself. 
Sometimes you have a pain without a clear cause. Often your 
subconscious lets you know that something must change. 

If that is the case, you can intervene in that process yourself. 
This treatment is aimed at programming the subconscious 
mind so that you regain your positive attitude, you get self-
confidence and to combat your complaints mentally or to get 
instant energy. 

The result is achieved by visualizing, the most powerful 
method to change your mind. There are two blockages that 
try to stop this: fear and stress. These blockages are dealt 
with in the first two phases of the protocol  

You can determine the desired result by selecting phase 3. 
This helps you to effectively visualize and eliminate the self-
sabotage that puts your mind back in charge of the events in 
your life. These are the phases: 

1. Anxiety: That's not surprising, fear is a part of survival. But 
chronic fear has a depressing effect. 

2. Stress. If you are afraid, if you are distressed or scared, 
you're on guard and tense. You are in the "fight-flight" mode. 
That is stress. It is not a disease but a step in a process 

3. Visualization: is the most powerful method of achieving 
your goal. That's what ultimately makes you happy. Visualize 
what you want to achieve: happiness, better health, lower 
weight, self-confidence, success in achieving your goal, 
energy. 

 

Application:  
Self-confidence, relaxation, a cheerful mood and a feeling of 
happiness determine how you subconsciously think about 
these matters. It also embedded your motivation for weight 
management and addictions. 

If you want to make changes, you have to unleash mental 
blockades. You can do this by means of affirmation or 
visualization. 

The Mindset Tweaklite offers a means to integrate a new 
Mindset quickly and effectively with special light. 

For stress reduction, depression, mental balance, burn-out, 
mental blockages, weight, letting go, relaxation, meditation, 
rest, happiness, success, self-confidence. 
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Theme of unknown complaint 

 

Focus on the problem area. Visualize that when exhaled, the pain, blockage, tinnitus, etc. 

disappears from your body. Breathe out "to the location". What you pay attention to is where 

the energy goes. 

If you notice that your thoughts are wandering, you will return to your visualization. The 

maximum time is 5 minutes. Stop when it feels enough. 

Theme Self image 

 

To get and show more confidence: Visualize what you want to achieve: a better figure, self-

confidence, make that score, enter into a conversation, take part in sports, etc. Define a clear 

concrete goal for your success and visualize that goal.  

If you notice that your thoughts are wandering, you will return to your visualization. The 

maximum time is 5 minutes. Stop when it feels enough. 

If you do not experience the light intensively enough in this phase 3, press the button again and you will get the full 

strength. Caution! Strictly follow the order of the 3 phases! 

If necessary, you can do this treatment twice a day, but not shortly before bedtime. 

Theme Happiness 

 

To improve a depressed mood, you need to create a "happy" feeling. Visualize what it would 

look like if your deepest wish were fulfilled; winning the lottery, a fine partner in your life, 

reminding yourself of a happy moment in your life. Or send happiness to someone you love 

or have loved, human or animal.  

If you notice that your thoughts are wandering, you will return to your visualization. The 

maximum time is 5 minutes. Stop when it feels enough. 

Visualizing phase 3 

 

Why are you doing this treatment? For a happy feeling, for your self-confidence, for physical 

or misunderstood complaints? Make a choice below or think about what you want to achieve 

for yourself. With visualization there are no limits, everything you think of can be visualized 

and brings you to your goal. 

Continue with abdominal breathing. 

Put the Tweaklite back on the "third eye", close the eyes and press the button briefly. A 

gentle pulsing light appears. 

Choose one of the themes from the following themes: 

Theme energy and vitality 

 

Visualize that when you breathe in, you get energy from above. Imagine it as a cloud of 

white light that enters your body. When you breathe out, the light spreads out over your 

entire body. 

If you notice that your thoughts are wandering, you will return to your visualization. The 

maximum time is 5 minutes. Stop when it feels enough. 

Theme Public performance 

 

Visualize what you want to achieve: you are confident, you give a speech, you make jokes, 

walk across the stage, laugh, etc.  

If you notice that your thoughts are wandering, you will return to your visualization. The 

maximum time is 5 minutes. Stop when it feels enough. 

Theme Weight 

 

You try everything, but if your brain doesn't believe that you can lose weight, it won't 

happen. Visualize what you want to look like.  Say you are beautiful. Define a clear specific 

goal and visualize it. Love yourself. 

If you notice that your thoughts are wandering, you will return to your visualization. The 

maximum time is 5 minutes. Stop when it feels enough. 
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